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The East Preston carnival raffle winners kindly came to create a jolly lunch at Westminster this week. They had 
clear answers to the reasons to choose our stretch of the south coast for fuller lives. The sea, the south downs, 
the pleasant communities and the natural mixture of generations, with open-hearted help for living with or 
overcoming the range of events and conditions that come in the lottery of life. 

Later on the 20th March, we share Mothering Sunday on the fourth Sunday in Lent. Traditionally people 
returned to the church where they were baptised. In modern times, it is more a time to appreciate mothers, 
grandmothers and mothers-in-law. 

In modern times we add this coming Sunday as International Women’s Day. How can we achieve a gender 
equal world? Celebrate women’s achievements and increase their visibility. Notice and call out inequality. 

At an early morning meeting on Tuesday, a social enterprise presented their work with vulnerable households 
facing unpayable bills or unclearable overdrafts. They can only work on cases nominated by one of their 
sponsoring members, not by a member of parliament. My team respect the equivalent support given by 
Citizens Advice. 

I reflected on my favourite pre-WWII woman MP Eleanor Rathbone. Her family motto was that if something 
needed to be done it could be done. She helped create the Kindertransport. Her long long campaign for family 
endowment was successful in the last hours of parliament before the 1945 general election.  

My favourite woman MP post war has been my wife Virginia. She showed that clarity, determination, 
responsibility and respect can achieve much in cooperation with others, including civil servants, professionals 
and volunteers. Once she was asked how she felt about a well-publicised unjustified personal attack. She said 
that nothing that was said about her was as intense as what she thought about herself when she woke to her 
duties around 5am each day, and that little matched the occasional criticism by an irritated teenager at home. 

Across the constituency there are younger females studying successfully. There can be no artificial limit to 
their achievement. At colleges and at work, women learn and contribute their talent. Most importantly, they 
add responsibility and a stronger sense of what is right, what is justified and what will work. 

Risking a generalisation, I believe that money in the mother’s purse is more likely to be used for the benefit of 
children than the equivalent in a father’s wallet. That is why I opposed sweeping the family allowance 
conventionally into a father’s tax allowance as a credit. 

Many women farmers have been friends. Many women mathematicians are friends. My sisters and brothers 
were brought up equally. The opportunities were there; the outcomes were up to us, not predetermined by 
narrowed choices early in life. 

Transport and sport are two fields that can stand out. Other MPs joined me at the bus operators’ dinner where 
a powerful responsible senior women spoke about the improvements around the West Midlands. One of the 
women MPs had clocked nearly 30 years in senior European logistics roles. 

Earlier, I had joined a fundraising even to bring rowing to more state schools through RowingUK. I felt at home 
among British female medal winners. A few were shorter than me, not that size matters: the most recent all-
party group chair on social integration is a diminutive Labour MP who played rugby for her university before a 
professional team. 

In every aspect of our lives, I believe we gain when others escape discrimination. We thrive when others 
thrive. If we are beaten to a role by a better person, it should not matter whether they are male or female. 

 


